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1. INTRODUCTION 
A model of a programming language is said to be fully abstract if denotations of 
two language constructs are equal whenever those constructs behave the same in all 
programming contexts and vice versa. For a special case of typed lambda calculus, 
PCF, it was shown by Plotkin that the classical model consisting of all continuous 
functions is not fully abstract. (See [Pll].) Milner showed that, under reasonable 
assumptions, typed lambda calculus has a unique fully abstract, extensional model, 
and he constructed the model syntactically. (See [Mi].) In this paper we shall con- 
nect Milner’s model to the classical model. We shall show that one can construct an 
extensional, fully abstract and algebraic model of typed lambda calculus which is a 
homomorphic retraction (or a submodel) of the classical model, if the classical 
model is based on complete lattices. Milner’s unique fully abstract model, which is 
based on consistently complete cpos instead of complete lattices, can be recovered 
from our fully abstract submodel in a very simple way. Finally, the theory can be 
extended to take into account the presence of reflexive (i.e., recursively defined) 
types. 
2. TYPED LAMBDA CALCULUS 
We assume some familiarity with typed lambda calculus and combinators. 
Assume that we are given a set of ground types. We shall let K, K,, K~ ... range 
over these ground types. From the given ground types we define the set of 
functional types, Z? 
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1. K E: r, if K is a given ground type, 
2. (a + p) E r whenever a, j? E r. 
We shall omit ( ) whenever possible. In this case the association of ( ) is taken to 
be from right to left. Thus a + fl+ y denotes a --f (/I + y). We write 
(c ,1..*1 on,r)=cr.13 ... -+6,+r for n 3 0. 
(Some writers use the notation C, x . . . on -+ r instead.) Note that each type can be 
written in the form (6, ,..., rrn, K). A type is said to be of first order if it is of the form 
(K:IY, K”, PC). We assume that we are given, for each ground type K, a set of basic 
constants 98% and for each first-order type z a set of basic function constants ?7-‘. A 
family (9” }, where 9’ is intended to be a set of terms of type z, is defined to be 
the family of the smallest sets 9’ satisfying the conditions: 
1. .!?P c_ ZK, for all ground types K. 
2. P E .P, for all first-order types z. 
3. KE 9’ where K stands for the usual closed combinator Axy.x of type 
z=a-+o-+cI. 
4. SE 9” where S stands for the usual closed combinator Lxyz. (xz)(yz) of a 
similar appropriate type 2. 
5. YE 9” where Y, which is intended to be a fixed point combinator, is of 
type z = (0 -+ (T) --* C. 
6. (ts) E d;pa whenever t E 9’ * B and s E 9”. 
We shall omit the braces ( ) whenever possible, the association then being from 
left to right. Thus we shall write ts instead of (ts) and uts instead of ((ut)s). Also we 
let 52 denote the combinator Y(nx.x) = Y( SKK). B is the usual “undefined” term. 
Define 9 = UP’, where c ranges over all types, 9 = UP”I’, where z ranges over 
the first-order types, and 98 = lJ9V, where K ranges over the ground types. 
We now give an operational semantics to the above language. Following Berry 
(see [Bl]), we shall make a distinction between lambda rules, i.e., the rules which 
are applicable to any typed lambda calculus, and the first-order rules, i.e., the rules 
corresponding to the first-order functions of the language. 
First we shall give the lambda rules. Each rule is given as a reduction relation -+ 
on terms as follows (we assume type compatibility everywhere): 
1. (Yg) +g( Yg), where gE LP’--+~, 
2. Srst --) (rt)(st), 
3. Krs-br, 
r - r’ 
4. -, 
rs + r’s 
s-s’ 
5. ___ 
rs--,rs“ 
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We shall not worry about the exact nature of the first-order rules as long as they 
are faithful to the denotational semantics of the language. (Later we shall define 
precisely what we mean by the word faithful.) There is an extensive literature on 
first-order rewrite rules. See, for example, [Bl, Hl, H2]. Here we shall demonstrate 
the issue by considering one specific example of typed lambda calculus, Plotkin’s 
PCF. 
PCF has two ground types, int and bool. The sets of basic constants for these 
ground types are 
llbool = { tt,fS}, 
Bin* = (0, 1, 2 )... }. 
We are also given the first-order function constants 
condint: (bool, int, int, int) conditional function, 
COndboo, : (bool, bool, bool, bool) conditional function, 
succ: (int -+ int) successor function, 
pred: (int + int) predecessor function, 
iszero: (int --t bool) zero test. 
The reduction rules for these function constants are 
cond&WMW -+ M,, 
cond,(ff)(~,)(N,) --t N,, 
succ(m) + m + 1, 
pred(m + 1) + m, 
iszero(0) -+ tt, 
iszero(m + 1) -+ff, 
and 
where IC is int or bool, 
m > 0, 
m 2 0, 
m B 0. 
Together with the lambda rules given above this completely specifies the 
operational behaviour of PCF. 
We shall denote by +* the transitive reflexive closure of -+. We know that the 
Church-Rosser theorem holds for pure typed lambda calculus. Assuming that the 
first-order rewrite rules are reasonable, it will hold for 9 too. Hence, though -+ is 
not homogenic, it gives a unique normal form-if the normal form exists. 
We turn next to the denotational semantics of 8. Assume that we are given, for 
each ground type K, a ground domain D" and, for each basic constant b E 9Y, its 
interpretation (or denotation) G(b) which is a finite element of D". We are not 
assuming that all finite elements of the ground types are definable. (A finite 
element z is said to be definable if there exists a language term t such that z is the 
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denotation of t.) We also assume that for each first-order f~ F’, where 
z = (ICI,..., rc,, K), we are given its interpretation which is a first-order continuous 
function G$ 
As an example consider PCF again. We shall let the ground domains Dboo’ and 
Dint be as shown below. 
Dbod D int 
The constants are assigned interpretations in the obvious fashion. We assign inter- 
pretations to the first-order functions as follows: 
G(cond,) pxy = x, 
=y, 
= 1, 
= T 
G(succ)x=x+ 1, 
= 1, 
=T 
G(pred)x=x- 1, 
= 1, 
=T 
G(iszero)x = tt, 
=fi 
= 1, 
= T 
p= tt, 
P =ff, 
p=-L 
p=T 
x>o, 
x=1, 
x=T 
xb 1, 
x=IorO, 
x=T 
x = 0, 
x3 1, 
x=1, 
x= T. 
The “overdefined” element T is not really necessary. We chose lattices for the 
ground domains because the result in this paper shows that a model based on lat- 
tices can be retracted to a fully abstract one. Note, however, that T is not definable 
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here. Thus choosing lattices for the domains does not entail any change in the 
language or its operational behaviour. 
We shall now briefly recall some classical definitions in denotational semantics 
(see, for example, [Pll]). 
A model of 9, M= (D’, ., A), consists of 
1. a cpo D’ for each type z such that for each ground type rc, D” is 
isomorphic to the given ground domain (we shall assume this isomorphism 
implicitly and not refer to it explicitly), 
2. a continuous application function * : D” +p x Da -+ DB for all types o! and 8, 
3. a type-preserving map A: 9 + IJD’ which is a homomorphism 
A(D) = (At). (As) for all t, s E 9. 
Again we shall omit . whenever possible, the association being assumed to be 
from left to right. We shall denote by A’ the restriction of A to Y’. This definition 
of model is akin to that of a general interpretation in [Pll]. It is very general in the 
sense that it does not require any respecting of S, K. 
We say that Y has a standard interpretation in M if A(Y) = u,?, A( Yj), where 
Yj = Jf..f”(s;Z) (strictly speaking Y, should be written using only S and K). 
A model, M = (D’, . , A), is called standard if 
1. Ab = Gb, for all b E 49, i.e., A agrees with G on the ground constants, 
2. Af=Gf iffe9. 
If b E 9? andfe 9, we shall ambiguously use the symbol b to denote G(b) and the 
symbolf to denote GJ Whether a symbol b or f is playing a syntactic role or a 
semantic one should be clear from the context. 
If a model for 9’ is to be of any value, it should be faithful to its operational 
semantics. Let us define a type-respecting map 0: lJpK + lJD” as 
Ot= 7 
1 
ift+*b 
otherwise, i.e., if the computation oft diverges or is stuck. 
As examples of diverging computations consider the computations of the PCF 
terms Y(1x.x) (Y(SKK) strictly speaking) and pred (0). Note that because a nor- 
mal form, if it exists, is unique by the Church-Rosser theorem, 0 is well defined. 
A model, M = (D’, , A), is called adequate (or faithful) if, for all ground terms t, 
At = Ot. 
In this case we say that 0 and A are semantically equivalent. 
One can now define precisely what it means to say that one term is operationally 
weaker than the other. 
We say t 5 z s, where t, s E 5?‘, where c = (a, ,..., on, rc), if for all ti E 5Zu1 
O(tt1 . *. t,) c O(st, . . . t,). (1) 
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This definition is equivalent to the usual definition found in literature which is given 
in terms of “contexts”: t 5 lo s iff, for all contexts C[ ] with a hole of appropriate 
type, O(C[t]) c O(C[s]). For a proof see [Mi, B2]. We shall also give a different 
proof of this equivalence later. 
A model, A4 = (D’, . , A), is called fulZy abstract if for all terms t, s E 9’ 
At E As iff t - s. E 
A simple model for 9’ is the classical model, M = (D’, ., A), where the ground 
domains are the given ones and the domains at higher types are inductively defined 
simply as follows: D” * /J’ = D” + DB, where D” + DB is the domain of continuous 
functions from D” to DB. The application function . is the usual function application 
and A is defined as follows: 
1. A(b)=b, for bEB, 
2. A(f) =f, for f~ 9, 
3. A(S) = Ixyz. (xz)(yz), 
4. A(K) = Ixy.x, 
5. A(Y)=U,“=,,V..f”(~), 
6. A(G) = (At)(As). 
It can be shown that M is an adequate model of 9 (for a proof, in case of PCF, see 
[Pll]. Berry shows that adequacy is automatic for least fixed point models. See 
[Bl].) However, it was shown by Plotkin that M is not fully abstract for a special 
case of 9, PCF. But in this case Plotkin made M fully abstract by adding an extra 
parallel or facility to 9. Milner showed that, under reasonable assumptions, typed 
lambda calculus has a unique fully abstract, extensional model, and he constructed 
the model syntactically. (See [Mi].) In this paper we shall connect Milner’s model 
to the classical model. We shall show that one can construct an extensional, fully 
abstract, and algebraic model of typed lambda calculus which is a homomorphic 
retraction (or a submodel) of the classical model, if the classical model is based on 
complete lattices. In Section 7 we shall see how Milner’s unique fully abstract 
model, which is based on consistently complete cpos instead of lattices, can be 
recovered from our fully abstract submodel in a simple way. Until then we shall 
assume that the domains are complete lattices. 
3. WHAT Is A SUBMODEL? 
Before we embark on the construction of a fully abstract, extensional submodel, 
let us ask ourselves: What is a submodel? This is essential because the word sub- 
model means different things to different people. Hence, in this section we explicitly 
state what we shall mean by a submodel. 
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To be formal, suppose we have an P-model N = (E’, ., Z?). When can we 
legitimately call it a submodel of another Y-model M= (D’, ., A)? 
We have to ensure several things. First, as we want a pleasant relationship 
between M and N, it should be possible to “collapse” or project M onto N. Hence 
we shall require that there be a family (j’: E + LY} of projection functions. It 
should also be possible to embed N in M, hence we shall require that there be a 
family {i’: D’ + E’} of injection functions. As there should not be any loss of infor- 
mation in this process of embedding, we also want jr 0 i’ = Z, for each r. But this 
means i’ 0 jr is a retract of D’, as 
(i' ojT) 0 (i' 0j7)=iT 0 (jr 0 i') ojs=iT 0 10 j'=i' oj', 
and also that Ii’ 0 jr1 is isomorphic to E’. (Here Ii’ 0 jr/ denotes the domain of fixed 
points of i’ 0 7.) 
Hence we define a submodel of M to be of the form 44” = (Q’, ., A”), where Q7 
is a retract of D’, for all r. Let us now turn to the application function. in Me. It 
seems fair to demand that this be just the restriction of the application of M. 
However, this is a subtle issue. One must make sure that this restriction is well 
defined, i.e., one must show that 
foralldEQ a+pandcEQa, dc E Q’? 
(Of course, one might have defined the application function of MQ by: for all 
de Q@ and CEQ”, d.,oc=QB(d.,,,, c). But then Me is not necessarily a sub- 
model of M in our sense.) Finally, what constraint must AQ satisfy? As we want 
MQ to be related to M in a nice way, it is fair enough to stipulate that the Q”s be 
homomorphic retractions, that is to say, the following diagram should commute: 
\I AQ Q 
MQ 
Note that Q is not necessarily a homomorphism of the many sorted algebras M and 
MQ. In particular, Q does not have to necessarily preserve the application in 
general, but only between the elements defined by 9. This makes our definition of a 
submodel language dependent. 
To summarize, we say MQ = (Q’, . , AQ) is a submodel of M if the Q”s are 
homomorphic retractions of the D7’s and the application function + of Me is just the 
restriction of the one in M. 
Now let M be the lattice theoretic model of 9’ as discussed in Section 2. We ask: 
Does 3 have a fully abstract and extensional submodel in M? Remember that if a 
model is fully abstract then it precisely reflects the operational behaviour of the 
language. Hence the result, if true, will enable us to say that M already contains 
within itself a submodel which precisely reflects the operational behaviour of the 
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language. At first sight this seems unlikely because the lattice theoretic models are 
generally constructed without much attention to an operational semantics. 
We shall show that such a submodel indeed exists. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF A SUBMODEL 
Henceforth M will refer to the classical model (D’, ., A) of Section 2. As said 
before we shall assume that the P’s are o-algebraic complete lattices. In addition, 
we shall also need definability of certain finite projections of ground domains as in 
[Mi]. 
The collapsing of M onto a fully abstract model is achieved through some induc- 
tively defined inclusive predicates (see [Mi, Mul, Re] ). (Reynolds call these 
predicates directed complete predicates. A predicate 0 is directed complete if the 
lub of every monotone chain in 0 also belongs to 0.) For each type r we define an 
inclusive predicate 0’ G D’ x Y as follows: 
1. For a ground type K, 
OK= {(d, t)ld g O(t)}. 
2. For a type r=a+fl, 
O’= {(d, t)(V(c,s)Ew.(dc, ts)E@}. 
One immediately sees that the 0 predicates can be defined equivalently as 
follows: 
1. For a ground type K, 
OK= {(d, t)ld E O(t)}. 
2. For a type z = (a, ,..., cr,,, K), 
O’= {(d, t)IV(di, ti)EQul.ddl..‘d, c O(tt,“.t,)}. 
We shall use any of the two equivalent formulations as convenient. It is easy to 
show that all the 0’ predicates are directed complete. Note that (d, t) E 0’ can be 
taken as saying d is weaker than t in some sense. Hence 0’ can be used to define a 
natural quasiorder (i.e., a transitive, reflexive relation) sT on D’. We say 
d, 6 ~ d2 iff for all t, (d2, t) E 0’ implies (d,, t) E 0’. 
Let N r be the induced equivalence relation. The equivalence class of d E D’ will be 
denoted by Cd]‘. 
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We shall adopt the convention of dropping the type subscripts and superscripts 
whenever no ambiguity arises. Thus we shall often write L, =, [ J, or Q instead of 
c N ~, N *, [ I’, or 0’. The convention also applies to any detinitions we introduce in 
the future. 
The inclusive relation 0 and the induced equivalence relation N have many nice 
properties. For example, one immediately sees that 
if t g s then (d, t) E 0 implies (d, S) E 0, 
and 
E is a refinement of 5, i.e., if d, E d2 then d, 5 d,. 
Let 0; denote the set of equivalence classes of D’. We can convert 0; into a par- 
tial order as follows. We say 
The choice of representatives d, and d, in the above definition is immaterial. Using 
the directed completeness of 0 it can be shown that D’, is actually a cpo. In fact, 
for any chain (di(i>O}, uzO [di] = [up”=odi]. Thus we have a continuous 
function [ 1’: D’ -+ D’, . 
As the DT’s are assumed to be complete lattices it is easy to see that whenever 
dl E [d] and d, E [d] then d, u d, E [d]. (This is where we need the lattice 
property of D”.) This means that Cd] is directed. By the directed completeness of 
the O’s it follows that each [d] has a maximum element max[d] = u[d]. 
Let us define a monotonic function, F, on the finite elements of D’: 
F(d) = max[d], for each finite d E D’. (2) 
Let Q’ be the unique continuous extension of F to D’. (QT can be shown to be a 
closure of the quotient space of D’, hence the mnemonic name Q.) Define AQ as 
follows: 
1. AQ(6) = Q(6) where b is a basic ground type constant. 
2. AeLf) = Q(f) h f . b w ere 1s a asic lirst-order function constant. 
3. /IQ(S) = Q(lxyz.(xz)(yz)). 
4. AQ(K) = Q(1xy.x). 
5. AQ(Y) = Q(Ll,“=o V.fY~)). 
6. AQ(,s) = (AQ,)(AQ,) where r and s are of the appropriate types. 
Now we can state our main result: 
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THEOREM 4.1. Me = (Q, ., AQ), where * is just the restriction of the application 
in M, is a submodel of M which is fully abstract, extensional, and algebraic. 
Moreover, it is a model for p-conversion and Y has the standard interpretation in 
it. 
As it stands, the theorem is far from obvious. It is not even clear that the 
application in Me is well defined! That is to say, why should it be the case that 
whenever d E Qa e p and c E Q’ then dc E Qs? And, of course, we have to show that 
Q”s are indeed fully abstract, extensional, algebraic, and homomorphic retractions. 
We will not prove the theorem directly, but use an idea which was used so effec- 
tively in [Mi, P123. What we shall do is to consider a sequence of subsets of 9, 
PI c Y* z . . . . For each z we construct a fully abstract, extensional model Me. 
The model Me is then shown to be the limit of the sequence Mg, MS ,.., . Of course, 
the success of the approach depends on choosing each g wisely. Before we do that 
we need to extend the notion of a model. 
Let X be a subset of dp which is closed under application, i.e., whenever t E X 
and SEX then tsEX. 
A X-model, N= (E’, ., B), consists of 
1. a cpo E’ for each type r such that, for each ground type IC, E” is a sub- 
domain of the given ground domain Dk, 
2. a continuous application function * : E” + B x E” + EP for all types c1 and fl, 
3. a type-preserving map B: X --+ UE’ which is a homomorphism 
B(o) = (Bt)(Bs) fort,sEX. 
It is clear that a model for 9, as defined in the previous section, is just an 
y-model. 
A X-model, N = (E’, . , B), is said to be adequate if B(t) = O(t) for every ground 
term t E X. 
Let X7 = 9’ n X. Given t, s E Xx(ul....,On, K), we say t C, X S, if for all ti E X0<, 
O(tt, ... t,) & O(st, ... t,). 
We say that a X-model, N= (E’, ., B), is fully abstract if for all t, s E Xx’ 
B(t) E 4s) ?G iff t rv S. 
We can now address the question of selecting the sequence of subsets of 9, 
PI s 92 . . ’ . Suppose that we are given, for each ground type K, a monotone 
sequence of finite projections, f$; c 4;. .. , such that uplo 4; = Z, where I is the 
identity function on D”. Finiteness of 4; implies that \$;I, the fixpoint set of b:, is 
finite and moreover each fixpoint of 4: is a finite element of D”. For every higher 
type z = a + /I we inductively define 4; : 
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We shall denote Id;] by 0;. It follows that each 4; is finite-hence 0; is finite-and 
also that uysO 4; = I. Also Di a-tfl is isomorphic to the function space Dp -+ Da (see 
CSI). 
We make an important assumption. 
We assume that each 4; is definable in 3’. 
This means that there exists a term @r E S such that A(@;) = I$:. It follows by 
induction that 4; is definable for every type t; we let, for r = a --) /3, 
@;=A.fm+fQ CPg. 
(Strictly speaking @f is an S-K combinator equivalent to the right-hand side of the 
above equation.) Then it is easily seen that A(@;)=#;. 
For each term t: z E 9, we define its ith syntactic approximant Lt Jj E 9 as 
LtJi= @;t. 
Let q be the smallest set closed under application which contains LtJi for each 
t E 9. Then 
A(~) for every s: 5 E Y: 
and moreover 
A(t)= i A(LtJi) for every t E 9. 
i=O 
Let Mj = (Df, ., Ai), where Ai: z-+ UD; is simply the restriction of A to g. Then 
Mi is an adequate, extensional z-model. We shall collapse Mi onto a fully abstract, 
extensional model MP. But before that let us investigate the relationship between 
the operational preorder w.r.t. 2 and the operational preorder w.r.t. $. 
LEMMA 4.2. For all i, 
1. ift,sE9 then t 5”s implies LtJi &yiLsJ,, 
2. if t, s E g. then t 5 Ipi s implies t 5 9 s. 
ProojI 1. Suppose t, s E 9 and t 5 z s. Then for all t, ,..., t, E 5$ we have, as 
Lgez, 
O(tt, ..’ t,) c O(st1 ... t,). 
Hence, 
fpi”(O(tt, ..’ tn)) c #l(O(st, . t,)). (3) 
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But, 
c43O(tt, . ..t.))=@(A(tt,-..t,)) by the semantic equivalence 
between 0 and A 
= (43W)W,) * *. (At,)) 
= @((At)(&” 0 A(t,))*.. (dp’ 0 A(t,))) because, for all j, tie g. 
and hence A( tj) E 07 
= (4; 0 A(t))(At,)*.. (At,,) 
= (ALtJi)(At,) ‘. . (At,) 
=A(LtJitl...t,,) 
=O(LtJitl..‘t”) by the semantic equivalence. 
And similarly, 
$q(O(st, .*. t,))=O(LsJitl*.~ t,). 
From (3) we conclude that 
o(LtJitl . ..t.,) G O(LsJitl...t,) for all ti E L$. 
Thus indeed Lt Ji 5 pn LsJi. 
2. Assume t, S: (0, ,..., gn, JC) E 3 and t 5 Y1 S. Then, for all tj: aj E 9, a similar 
calculation yields 
O(tt,.‘. t,) = A( tt, . . . t,) 
= (At)(At,)... (At,,) 
= (At)(&’ 0 A(t,))... (@ 0 A(t,)) as A(t) E 0; because t E g 
= (Af)(ALt, Ji). . . (ALtnJi) 
=A(tLtlJi.‘.LtnJi) 
=O(tLt,J;.*.Lt,Ji). 
That is, for all tj: CUE 9, 
O(tt, . . . tn) = o(tLtl Ji.. . Ltn Ji). 
And similarly, 
O(st, ... t,)=O(sLt,Ji...LfnJ;). 
As t 2 9g s, we conclude that for all tj E Y 
o(tLtl Ji... LtnJi) 5 O(sLt,Ji... LtnJi), 
(4) 
(5) 
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because Ltiji~ g. Thus from (4) and (5) we conclude that for all tj: aje 9 
O(tt1 ... t,) c O(st, .*. t,), 
which means t L 9 s. 1 
Finally, we also note a few basic properties of the Q predicates. 
LEMMA 4.3. For all t: T, (At, t) E 0’. 
Proof: 1. If t is a basic ground constant or a first-order function constant then 
it is obvious. 
2. t = S: We want to show that (AS, S) = (kxyz. (xz)(yz), S) E 8. For this it 
suffices to show that for all (x, e), (y,f), (z, g) E 0, where x, y, z have appropriate 
lower-order types, ((AS) xyz, Sefg) E 0. 
But (x, e), (y,f), (z, g) E 0 implies (xz, eg), (yz,fg) E 0 and hence 
((AS) XYZ, (eg)(fg)) = ((xz)(Yz), hXfi)) E Q. 
As Sefg N 9 (eg)(fg), this means 
((AS) XYZ, Rfg) E 0, 
which is what we wanted to prove. 
3. t = K: The proof is as in the previous case. 
4. t = Y: Let the type of Y be z = a + c(, where a = C-Z + CC. We show by induc- 
tion that 
for all n, ( y,, Y) E 8’ where y, = ,$f .f”l, 
Then the result follows from the directed completeness of 8’. The basis is clear as 
(Yo, Y)=(L Y)EQT. 
Assume as the induction hypothesis that (y,, Y)E 0’. We have to show that 
(Y fl+1, Y) E 0’. For this it suffices to show that for all (c, s) E O”, (y,, i c, Ys) E 0’. 
Let (c, s) be an arbitrary element of 0”. As (y,, Y) E O’, (c’l, Ys) = (y,c, Ys) E 0”. 
Hence, as (c, s) E O”, (c, + i I, s( Ys)) = (c(c”l), s( Ys)) E Oa. But, as s( Ys) N 9 Ys, 
this means that (c”+‘l., Ys) E 0”. 
Thus, for all (c, s) E Q”, (y,,+ i c, Ys) = (cn+ ‘I, Ys) E 0”. Hence ( yn + , , Y) E 0’. 
This concludes the proof of this case. 
5. t:/?=rs, where r: u + p, and s: CC By the induction hypothesis 
(Ar, r) E O”-8 and (As, s) E 0”. Hence (At, t) = ((Ar)(As), rs) E O8. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. For t, s: 7, t s 2 s i&f (At, s) E 0’. 
Proof: =: Suppose t E 9 s. By Lemma 4.3, (At, t) E 0’. Hence, as t 5 9 s, 
(At, s) E 0’. 
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-=: Suppose (At, s) E 0’. Let r = (al ,..., e,, K). Then for all tj: ei 
O(tt, ..* t,)=A(tt,...t,) by semantic equivalence of 0 and A 
= (At)(At,)... (At,) 
E O(st, . . . t,) since (At, s) E 0’ by the assumption, 
and (At,, tj) E Oq,by Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.5. (d, t)~ 0' ijjf d 5 At. 
Proof: -z: Suppose d 5 At. By Lemma 4.3, (At, t) E 0’. Hence, as d 5 At, 
(d, t) E 0’. 
a: Suppose (d, t) E 0’. Then for any (At, s) E 0’ we conclude from the 
preceding lemma that t 5 JZ s and hence, as (d, t) E Q’, (d, s) E 0’. This means 
dkAt. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. t 5 JZ s iff At L As. 
Proof 
& iff (At, s) E 0 by Lemma 4.4 
iff At z As by Lemma 4.5. m 
5. A FINITE APPROXIMATE MODEL 
In this section we describe how one can construct, for each q., a model Me 
which will be a finite approximation to the final fully abstract P-model, MQ. 
For each d E 0; define [d]; = 0; n Cd]‘. Then it is easy to see that [d]; also has 
a maximum; max[d) j = d;(max[d]‘). Thus we have a map max; : D; -+ Df defined 
as 
maxi(d) = max[d];, 
which is monotonic and hence trivially continuous, as 0; is finite. Let 
Then, for each de D;, Q; 0 Q;(d) = Q;( max[d]i)=max[max[d]i]i=max[d]i= 
Q;(d). Hence Q; is a retract of 0; and also of D’. Also, for all dE D:, Qi(d) and d 
belong to the same equivalence class. Hence 
foralldED;, Qi(d) N d. 
571/33/l-2 
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Let us define 
Mf = (Q;, .) A?), 
where . is just the restriction of the application function in Mi (or equivalently M), 
and A? : z + UQ; is defined as (dropping the type superscripts) 
Ae=Qi 0 Ai. 
Obviously, 
Ai c A?, 
and 
#(c) N Ai(t) for all t E z. 
It will turn out that Me is a fully abstract, extensional &model. Of course, a lot of 
work remains to be done in order to prove this. 
First we ask: is the application in Me well defined? That is, if dg Q;‘P and 
c E Q; then does dc E Qa always? Before we address this question let us prove a 
general lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose we are given d, , d2 : z = CI + /J. Then $ for all a: c(, there 
exists a’ & a such that d, a 5 d,a’ then d, 5 d,. 
Proof: We have to show that given any (d2, t)E O’, (d,, t)c 8’. 
Let (d,, t) be some arbitrary element in 8’. Let (a, s) E O”, and let a’ be an 
element whose existence is guaranteed by our assumption. Now a’ 5 a implies 
(a’, s) E W. Hence, because (d2, t) E O’, (dza’, ts) E 08. This implies, as d, a k d2a’, 
that (d, a, ts) E @. Thus for every (a, s) E 0” we have (d, a, ts) E Op, which means 
(d,, t) E 0’. This concludes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let d,, d2 : z = a -+ /I be given such that 
1. d, = (cab) for some finite c: a and b: p, where * indicates the usual step 
function, i.e., for all z E Dg, 
d,z=b ifc G z 
=I otherwise, 
2. there exists c’ 5 c such that b 5 d2c’. 
Then d, z d2. 
Proof: For every a: a, we show that there exists a’ 5 a such that d,a & dza’. 
The result then follows from the above lemma. Consider two cases. 
1. c c_ a: Then c c, a, as c is a refinement of &. Now d,a = b 5 d,c’ and 
c’ 5 c 5 a. Hence we can let a’ = c’. 
2. cda:Thend,a=Iandsowecanleta’=-L. 1 
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Now we can show that application in Me is well defined. Let dE Q;, where 
z = tl+ /?, and CE Qs. We want to show that dc E Qf. Let b = max[dcli, then this 
amounts to showing that b = dc. Define a: 0; as 
a=(c*b). 
As b = max[dcli, trivially b 5 dc. Now from the preceding corollary it immediately 
follows that a 5 d. Hence a c max[u] i E max[dli = d. This implies that 
b = UC E dc. On the other hand dc c max[dcli = b. Thus b = dc and we have 
shown that the application in MF is well defined. 
What can we say about the extensionality of Me? Note that this does not follow 
from the extensionality of Mi. The extensionality of Mi says: if d,, d2 E D;, where 
T=U +p, then d, r= d, whenever 
d,c r d,c for all c: D:. 
On the other hand the extensionahty of M” says: if d,, d2 E Q; then d, c d, 
whenever 
d,c E d,c for all c: Q:, 
which is a much stronger statement as lQ;l is just a subset of 0;. 
We can prove extensionality as follows. Let d, , d, : Q; be such that d, c E d,c for 
all c: Q:. Then for all a: D” we have 
4 a = 4(44(a)) asdIED; 
E d,(QS(u)) 
c d,(Q;(a)) by the assumption, as Q;(u) E Q:. 
Remembering that c is a refinement of 5, this implies d, a 5 d,( Q;u) for all a: D’. 
Also, as UE D;, Qgu 5 u. Now we immediately conclude from Lemma 5.1 that 
d, 5 d,. Hence 
d, = max[d,li E max[d21i= dZ, 
which proves the extensionality of Me. 
Algebraicity of Me follows trivially because IQ;\ is finite for all t. 
Before we turn to the full abstractness of Me let us prove some lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.3. For all t: z E L& (A?(t), t) E: 0’. 
Proof Let tEg. By Lemma4.3, (Ait, t)= (At, t)cW. Since A?(t) N Ai( this 
means 
(A?(t), t) 6 0’. i 
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LEMMA 5.4. Zf dE Df and t E g then (d, t) E 0’ implies Qid c A?(t). 
ProoJ: By the above lemma d k At = Ai( This means 
Qi(d)=max[dli E max[Ai(t)li=Qi(Ai(t))=Ae(t). 1 
Now we are in a position to prove the full abstractness of Mf. Let t, s E g be 
such that t EYi”’ S. Then by Lemma 4.2 we know that t sY s. Hence by 
Corollary 4.6 Ai( t) = At 5 As = Ai( This means 
AP(t)=Qi 0 Ai(t)=max[Ai(t)li _ c max[Ai(s)li= Qi 0 Ai = A?(s). 
Thus indeed A?(t) c A?(s). 
On the other hand if A?(t) c A?(s), where t, s E q, then 
A(t) = Ai N A?(t) c A?(s) N Ai = A(s). 
Then by Corollary 4.6, t 5 P S. This in turn implies, by Lemma 4.2, LtJi FPJLsJi. 
But as t, s E g, we know that t z Ye, LtJi and s N 91 LS ji. Thus indeed t E Ye, s. 
We have then proved that 
2, 
for all t, s 6 S$, t L s iff Af(t) c A?(s). 
That is, 
My is fully abstract. 
Finally, we need to show that A? is a homomorphism, i.e., Af(rs) = (Aer)(A$s), 
for all r, s E $. 
Let r, s E g. Then 
Ae(rs) = Q,(A,(rs)) 
= QA(Air)(Ais)) (6) 
E Qi((A?r)(AQs)) as Ai c A?. 
But note that, as A?(r), A?(s) E Qi, we conclude, because the application in Me 
is well defined, that (A$r)(Aes) E Qi. This means Q,((Af?r)(Aes)) = (Afr)(Aes). 
Thus by (6) we conclude that 
A?(,) c (Afr)(Ags). 
To prove the other inequality, it suffices to prove that ((Ayr)(Aes), rs) E 0. Because 
then 
(Afr)(Afs) = Q,((Aer)(Aes)) as above, by the well-detinedness 
of application in Me 
g Ae(rs) by Lemma 5.4. 
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It is easy to prove that ((Ae,)(Ae,), ~s)E@. By Lemma 5.3, (A?(r), r) and 
(A?(s), S)E 0. Hence ((Ae)(Aps), rs) E 0. 
We have proved that 
A? is a homomorphism. 
Let us summarize what we have proved in this section. 
Me is a fully abstract, extensional, algebraic 9,-model. Further the Qis are 
homomorphic retractions, i.e., the following diagram commutes: 
Of course it is obvious that the above diagram commutes because that is how we 
defined A?! What is not obvious is that A? defined in this fashion is actually a 
homomorphism. It is possible to take the other approach; we can define A” as a 
homomorphism and then prove that the above diagram commutes. Which 
approach one takes is a matter of taste but the end result is the same anyway. 
6. LIMIT CONSTRUCTION 
Now that we have fully abstract, extensional, algebraic finite models Me the next 
natural thing to do is to construct Me as their “limit.” For this to go through the 
MQ’s must bear some relationship to each other. We want that M” be in some 
sense a subretract of M$J if i<j. Before that let us recall some classical concepts 
which can all be found in [S]. 
What does it mean to say that a retract r is a subretract of a retract s? It is fair 
enough to stipulate that r c s. If r and s are projections then this is all that we 
need, because we can then immediately conclude that Irl E IsI, where Jr1 and Is\ are 
the fixpoint sets of r and s. But what if they aren’t? What we need is that there be 
some injection-projection pair between \rl and (~1. The obvious choice for such an 
injection-projection pair is the most natural one: (s, r). Pictorially, 
For (s, r) to be an injection-projection pair two conditions need to be satisfied: 
1. for all c E s, s 0 r(c) E c, 
2. for all dE r, r 0 s(d) = d. 
The first condition easily follows from the condition r 5 s. The second condition 
is equivalent to saying r 0 s 0 r = r. 
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Hence we say r -( s if 
1. rcs, 
2. rosor=r. 
Note that the relation < is transitive. Also, given a monotone sequence 
rl<r2< ..*, we can construct its “inverse limit” r = uJYO rj; this r is the least 
retract such that rj< r for allj. Also if every rj is algebraic (by this we mean that jr11 
is algebraic) so is r. If d is a finite element of rj (i.e., if d is a finite element of Irjl, d 
need not be a finite element of the embedding domain of which rj is a retract), then 
r(d) is a finite element of r. Conversely every finite element of r is of this form for 
somej. We leave the routine proofs to the reader. 
With this background we now wish to show that Q; < Q;, if i <j. 
It is easy to see that Q; c Q;. To show that Q; 0 Q; 0 Q;= Q:, it suffices to 
show that Q; 0 Q;(d) = d, for all dc Q;. 
Consider then an arbitrary de Q;. This implies de Df and hence d E 0; too, as 
i<j. Now we calculate 
Q; 0 Q;(d) = &bax[Q;Ml) 
= @f(max[d]) 
= Q;(d) 
= d 
Thus indeed 
Q3Q; 
because, as d E D;, [Qjd] = [d] 
as dg (2;. 
if i<j. 
We now have, for each r, a monotone sequence 
Q; < Q; . . * Q; < Q;, 1 4 . . . . 
Obviously Q’ 2 I. Note that for each dc D;, by (2), 
F(d) = max[d] = u max[d]j = u Q;(d). 
j> i j, i 
As Q* is the unique continuous extension of F it follows that 
Q’= [ Q;. 
i=O 
AS Q:(c) N c for every c E Df, we conclude, from the directed completeness of the 
Q predicates, 
Q’(d) N d for every de D’. 
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As Q7 = uEO Q;, Me = (Q’, ., AQ), as defined in Section 4, can be looked upon as 
the limit of the models Mp, i&@ ,.... We shall show that MQ is a fully abstract, 
extensional, algebraic Z-model. 
As before we have to show that the application is well defined in MQ, i.e., if 
dEQ-” and c E Qa then dc E Qs. But this time it is easy: 
dc=(~oQ:-Bd)(~oQ:c) 
= igo (Q; + B4(QSc). 
As application is well defined in each Me, we know that each (Q; * pd)(Qy c) E Qf . 
Hence 
dc= ; (Q;‘~)(Q:)E IIj Qf=Q”. 
i=O i=O 
Let us prove that MQ is adequate. Note that if dE D”, where K is a ground type, is 
definable then d = A(t) for some t E .P. Hence, for any c N d, as (c, t) and 
(At, t) E O”, we conclude from the definition of 0” that c c 0(t) = A(t) = d, which 
means d= max[d]. This will imply that Q”(d) = d. We already know that 
Q”(d) 2 d. On the other hand, as Q”(d) N d, it follows that Q”(d) c d. Thus for 
every definable d E D”, where K is a ground type, Q”(d) = d. Hence, for every ground 
term t E YK, 
A’(f) = QMt)) 
= A(t) as A(t) is definable by t, 
= O(t) as M is adequate. 
This proves that MQ is&adequate. 
Before we prove the extensionality of MQ let us prove one lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let dEQ; and cEQq, where T=a+fi and i<j. Then 
Qi(d(QjC))= (Qid) C. 
Proof One part of the equality, (Qid) c c Qi(d(Qic)) is obvious as d E Qi(d) 
and c c Q,(c). It remains to prove that Qi(d(Qjc)) c (Qid)c. 
As c E Q;, we know that c E 0; and hence c E 0; too. This means Q,(c) N c. Let 
b = Qi(d( Qjc)). Then 
b= Qi(d(Qjc)) 
E QjtdC Qjc) ) as QiGQj 
= 4Qjc) as the application in Me is well defined. 
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Hence, as c is a refinement of 5, we conclude that b z d(Qic), Let 
d: 0; = (c * b). Then because c N Qjc and b 5 d(Qjc), we immediately conclude 
from Lemma 5.1 that d’ z d. Therefore d c d, as d E max[d’J E max[dlj = d. 
But then, as d’ E Df, d’ c Qi(d’) c Qi(d). Hence Qi(d(Qjc)) = b = d’c 5 (Qid)c. m 
Lemma 6.1 reminds us of the following fact in the model M which can be easily 
proved from the definitions of the tii projections. 
Of course, as CE 0; implies bj(c) = c, the above equation can be reduced to 
tii(dc) = (q5id)c, whereas in MQ we cannot conclude more than the fact c c Q,(c). 
From the above Lemma 6.1 one easily proves that the following diagram com- 
mutes: 
This roughly says that the application remains invariant under the injection of the 
family {Q;} into {Q;} which is slightly surprising, as this injection “increases” the 
elements: Q;(c) 2 c, for c: Q;. Thus in a true sense (Q;> can be embedded into 
{Q;}. In this case we say (Q;> 4 {Q;}. 
COROLLARY 6.2. rfdEQa48 and c E Qp then Qi(d( Qc)) = ( Qid) c. 
Proof: 
Qi(d(Qc)) = Q; ( fi (Qjd)(Qj o Q(c))) 
j=O 
= Qi ( [ (Q+OfQj(c))) 
j=O 
=jI-Ji Qi((Qjd)(Qjc>) 
=Ki (Qid) C 
= (Qid)c. I 
by Lemma 6.1 
Corollary 6.2 will remind the reader of the following fact in the model A4 which 
can be proved analogously: 
IfdcDa-B and CE 0: then bi(d(dc)) = (did) c. 
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Proving extensionality now is easy. Suppose a, b E Q’, where r = a -+ /?, and that 
for all c E Qa, UC E bc. Then for all h E Qs, 
(Qra) h = Q%4QW by Corollary 6.2 
c Qf(b(Q”W by the assumption, as Q”(h) E Q’ 
= (Q;b) h by Corollary 6.2. 
By extensionality of MQ, we conclude that Q;(a) c Q;(b). Hence 
a = Q’(u) = u Q;(a) E u Q;(b) = Q’(b) = b, 
i=o i=O 
which proves that MQ is extensional. 
Note that for every t E 3, 
AQ(t) = Q(At) 
= u Qi 0 Ai(Ltli) 
i=O 
= [ A$(LtJ. 
i=o 
Also A E AQ, because for every t E 9 
m 
A(t)= u AiLtAil 
i=O 
c u AF(Lt-li) as A, E AQ 
i=O 
= AQ(t). 
A” is a homomorphism, 
because for every r, s E 9 of appropriate type, 
AQ(rs) = (Q 0 A)(rs) 
i A(Lrli LsJi)) by syntactic continuity 
i=O 
i Ai(LrAiLsdi)) 
i=O 
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=ioo Qi ’ Ai(Lr-li LsJi) 
= ilrI, (~FLr.Ji)(~FL~Ji) because A” is a homomorphism 
= ( fi -4?(LrJi)) (fi ae(LsJi)) 
i=O i=O 
= (AQr)(AQs). 
MQ is algebraic because it is the inverse limit of Me’s and each Me is trivially 
algebraic. 
We now address the question of full abstractness of MQ. 
Suppose t 5 9 s. Then by Lemma 4.2, we know that for all i, LtJi 5 9e, Ls Ji. 
Then full abstractness of A4P implies A?( Lt Ji) E Ae(Ls Ji), for all i. Hence 
AQ(t)= ITj @(LtJi) cg i AfQsJ,)=AQ(s). 
i=o i=O 
On the other hand suppose AQ(t) c AQ(s). Then 
A(t) g AQ(t) & AQ(s) = Q(h) = A(s). 
Thus A(t) 5 A(s), which, by Corollary 4.6, means that t E z s. We have proved: 
Me is fully abstract. 
Y has the standard interpretation in Me, i.e., AQ( Y) = u,zo AQ( Y,), where 
Yj = I,f.p(Q). This is because 
AQ(Y)=Q(AY) 
=Q( [ Wjl) 
j=O 
= rj Q 0 A( Yj) 
j=O 
MQ is also a b-model (i.e., a model for beta-conversion). For this one has to prove 
that 
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1. AQ(Suow) = AQ((uw)(uw)) for all U, u, w E 9 of appropriate types, 
2. AQ(Kuv)=AQ(,) for all u, UE 9 of appropriate types. 
These equations say that S behaves like S, K behaves like K, and they constitute 
a closed combinator version of the usual beta-conversion equation. But they are 
obviously true in Me because Suuw N z (uw)(uw), Kuu N 9 u, and MQ is fully 
abstract. 
TO summarize: Me is a fully abstract, extensional, algebraic /?-model for 9, Y has 
the standard interpretation in Me, and moreover AQ = Q 0 A. 
This at last finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We can now easily show, from the existence of MQ, that t 5 9 s iff for all ground 
contexts C[ 1, 
WCCtl) c WCCSI). (7) 
Suppose t 5 z s. Then, because MQ is fully abstract, AQ(t) c AQ(s). This 
means, as A” is a homomorphism, that A”(C[t]) E A”(C[s]) for all ground con- 
texts C[ 1. But then 
WCCtl) = A”(CCtl) 
c AQWCsl) 
as Me is adequate 
= WCCSI) as Me is adequate. 
On the other hand if O(C[t]) E O(C[s]) for all ground contexts then 
O(tt, . . . t,) c O(st, .*. t,) for all tl,..., t, E 9 of appropriate types (let the context 
be [ ] t,... t,). And hence t & y s. 
Thus (7) could be used as an alternative definition of 5 9 instead of the one 
given in (l), because both of them are equivalent. For a purely syntax-based proof 
of this result see [Mi], where the equivalence is proved for a language without Y 
combinator, and [B2] for the general case. 
7. PCF 
As an application of our result let us consider Plotkin’s PCF. Its syntax, 
operational semantics, and denotational semantics were given in Section 2. 
Note that Dint can be thought of as the limit of the sequence of finite prejections 
&” c I$? c @ ... , where #F is defined by the PCF term 
@p(x) = if x < n then x else 52, 
allowing ourself some freedom of notation. (It is possible to write @“’ in a strictly 
PCF syntax. Also note that 4Ft( T ) = T.) 
Now Theorem 4.1 provides for PCF a fully abstract, extensional, algebraic sub- 
model of its lattice theoretic model. As shown in [Mi] there is a unique fully 
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abstract, extensional, continuous model for PCF provided the ground domains are 
taken as flat cpos without the overdefined element T. In the remaining section we 
shall see how this unique model of Milner’s can be recovered from the above fully 
abstract submodel in a simple way. 
Let M= (D’, +, A) be the classical lattice theoretic model of PCF and let MQ be 
its fully abstract submodel we obtained above. We shall let 3’ denote the language 
PCF. It is easy to see that in M, as well as MQ, T is not definable. Because if 
T E D’, where r = (a ,,..., on, IC), is definable by some t E 9” then for any ti E 3”‘l we 
get a contradiction: 
T =A(t)A(t,)~~~A(t,)=O(tt,~~~t,)# T. 
The same argument works for Me as well. 
One can easily see that (T t) 4 0’ for any type z and term t. At a ground type 
this follows because ( T, t) E 0” implies an immediate contradiction: T c 
Q(t) # T. At a higher type this follows from an easy induction. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let 7 = c1-+ /?. Then, for every f E Q;, f( T ) = T, i.e., f is strict with 
respect to T. 
Proof We shall first show that f 'v f [ T/T ] where 
fCT/TI(x)=f(x) if x#T, 
fCT/TI(T)= T. 
Suppose (f, I) E 0’. Consider any (c, s) E 0”. Then, as (T, s) $ O’, c # T. Therefore 
(f[T/T] c, ts)=(fc, ts)~@‘? 
This means (f[ T/T], 1)~ 0’. Thus f[T/T] 5 J On the other hand 
f Ef[T/T]. Weconclude thatf[T/T]-f: 
Now, as f=Qi(f)=max[fli, it follows that f(T)= T. 1 
COROLLARY 7.2. Every function in Me is strict with respect to T. 
Proof By a continuity argument. 1 
Letusdeline&;=Qf-{T}and&‘=Q’-{T}foranytyper. 
LEMMA 7.3. Zf 7 = c1-+ /I and f E & then, for every c E &, fc E @. 
ProoJ: Suppose fe Q;. Consider any CE &. Suppose to the contrary that 
fc$@,i.e.,fc=T.A~max[f]~=Q,(f)=f#T, thereissome(f,t)EOT.Similarly 
there is some (c, s) E 0”. This leads to a contradiction: 
(T, ts)=(fc, ts)~@t 1 
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COROLLARY 7.4. For any type z, @ = Q7 - {T } is a consistently complete, 
w-algebraic cpo. 
Proof. As Q’ is a complete w-algebraic lattice, we only need to show that the 
lub of a monotone chain in Q’ belongs to 0’. We proceed by induction. At the 
ground type this is obvious. Let T = LX + p be such that the induction hypothesis 
holds for c1 and /?. 
Suppose LfJ . is a monotone chain in Q’, where we assume without loss of 
generality that each fi is finite and further fi E 0;. Then for every c E Qa 
fc= [ (fit)= i L(Qic)EQ'. 
i=O i=O 
The last step follows from the inductive hypothesis, because the above lemma 
implies fi(Qic) E 09 E QB. Thus f# T, i.e., j”E 0’. 1 
The continuity argument in the above proof also shows that: 
COROLLARY 7.5. If T = a + /I and f E @, then, for every c E @, fc E @. 1 
These results imply that the families {Q;} and (Q’} are closed under application. 
Thus @ = (Q;, ., A?) and fiQ = (Q’, ., AQ) provide fully abstract, extensional 
models for g and 2, respectively. 
We shall prove that every finite element of fiQ is definable. For this it suffices to 
prove that every element of tije is delinable. 
LEMMA 7.6. Let de 0;. Then 
Q;(d) = n (4%) ((4 t)E 0’). 
(Note that, because 0: is finite, the set on the right-hand side is finite. We define 
i-l{ >=T.) 
ProoJ Denote the right-hand side by c. Note that (d, t) E 0’ implies 
Qi(d) E A?(d) by Lemma 5.4. Hence Qi(d) c c. 
If (d, t)E 0’ then, by the definition of c, c c A?(t), which, because 
(,4?(t), t)e O’, implies that (c, t)EO’. Thus c 5 d. Hence c c QJd). 1 
COROLLARY 7.7. Every element of i@ can be written as a glb of a finite number 
of definable elements. 1 
Note that z articulates {Q;}, where K is a ground type, in the sense that all 
elements of & are definable and the following first-order functions are definable 
(see [Mi]): 
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1. n: (K, JG ICI, 
2. [ 2 c]: K -+ Bool, for each c E & where, for every x E &, 
[g c]x=tt if x 7 c, 
=J- otherwise. 
Now we are ready to prove that every element in A@ is definable. We proceed 
with induction on the length of a type. At the ground type this is obvious. Suppose 
that every element which has the type of length 6 n is definable. Now consider any 
f~ &, where length(r) = n + 1. By Corollary 7.7,fcan be written as a glb of a finite 
number of definable elements, i.e., f = mj where every fiE 0; is definable. As all the 
elements of & (length(a) d n) are definable by the inductive hypothesis and $ 
articulates { &}, it follows as in [Mi] that f is definable. 
We conclude that every finite element of tie is definable. In [Mi] it is required 
that S and K be respected in a model. Though we did not demand this in our 
definition of a model, because all finite elements of tip are definable, S and K are 
automatically respected in fiQ, i.e., 
1. A”(S) xyz = (xz)(yz), for any x, y, z of appropriate types in tie, 
2. AQ(K) xy = x, for any x, y of appropriate types in tie. 
Hence the definitions are the same as far as tie is concerned. By Corollary 7.2 
every function in MQ is strict with respect to T. Hence one sees that S is respected 
in Me too. K is almost respected but for one exceptional behaviour with respect to 
T: /IQ(K) XT = T. 
As the ground domains of tiQ are flat cpos without T, we conclude from the 
uniqueness theorem in [Mi] that fiQ must be the unique fully abstract, extensional 
model of Milner’s. Thus one obtains Milner’s fully abstract model of PCF by 
simply removing the T elements of M Q. We have established a complete link 
between the classical lattice theoretic model and Mimer’s model: 
As our proof shows, this will hold not just for PCF but for any general language as 
long as the language articulates the ground domains, which is precisely the con- 
dition for the uniqueness theorem in [Mi] to hold. Thus $9’ articulates the ground 
domains then it has a unique fully abstract, extensional, continuous model which is 
related to the classical lattice theoretic model as shown above. In practice languages 
do articulate ground domains. 
8. DISCUSSION 
The role of T in the process of retraction of A4 onto MQ should now be clear. 
Consider the case of PCF. In this case we know that the first-order domains of 
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Milner’s model tiQ consist of only sequential functions. The process of retraction 
has eliminated all nonsequential functions. For example, a simple analysis will show 
that Plotkin’s “parallel or” has been retracted to T. We hasten to add that not all 
unwanted elements will be retracted to T. This is especially so at the higher-order 
domains. Some unwanted element in D’ can get retracted to an element in Q’. But 
the introduction of T makes the process of retraction possible in a uniform way. So 
we see that we have to consider lattices instead of consistently complete cpos if we 
want to be able to embed a fully abstract model as a retraction in the original 
model. Milner had foreseen this. In Section 3 of [Mi] he says: 
It is unfortunate that we have not been able to define our models as retractions of the model 
consisting of all continuous functions, rather than building them up as we do from the syntactic 
material. The retractions would be pleasant and probably useful (they would provide an easy way 
of discussing the smaller models within a single framework), but they do not exist in general when 
the ground domains are consistently complete w-algebraic cpo’s-at least if we require (rather 
naturally) that the element defined by a combination M in the smaller model is the image under 
retraction of the element which it defines in the larger. Indeed, PCF itself provides a counter- 
example to this possibility, though we shall not demonstrate this here in detail. It is an open 
question whether the retractions can be found when the ground domains are lattices-that is, 
when we restore the “overdefined” element T. If they can be found, then we shall have some 
ground for retaining this element. 
Now that we have answered Milner’s question in the affirmative, there is indeed 
some ground for retaining the overdefined element! Note that, as the overdefined 
element will not be definable in the language, its addition does not change the 
language or its operational behaviour. It only makes the model retractable. Second, 
we have seen how Milner’s model, which is based on consistently complete cpos, 
can be obtained from our fully abstract submodel by a simple removal of top 
elements. Thus we have an easy way of constructing Milner’s unique fully abstract 
model: 
M+MQ-tfQQ. 
As the definition of Q given in Section 4 is direct and straightforward, the nature of 
this crucial link between the classical model and Milner’s model is simple. The 
question which is important in connection with the work on the sequentiality 
aspects of PCF (see [Bl]) is: Will this link provide us insight into the structure of 
tie? That remains to be seen. 
Though we did not show it, the 0 predicates can be used to show that 0 and A 
are semantically equivalent. In fact such inclusive predicates were introduced in 
[M, R], with exactly this aim in mind: to show the semantic equivalence between 
operational and denotational semantics. The techniques developed in these papers 
were mainly meant for the cases when the domains under consideration were 
reflexive. It should not then come as a surprise if the technique developed in this 
paper can be extended to obtain fully abstract submodels even when the domains 
under consideration are reflexive. In fact that is the case. 
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The same inclusive predicates which are used to show that the operational and 
denotational semantics are equivalent can be used to collapse the model onto a fully 
abstract one. 
This ties everything together nicely. Next we shall extend the theory to take into 
account the presence of reflexive domains. 
9. TYPED LAMBDA CALCULUS WITH REFLEXIVE TYPES 
First we shall extend our language $P by adding reflexive types. Assume without 
loss of generality that r contains a “bottom” type w such that D” is a trivial one- 
point domain. (For example, one can assume that w was one of the ground types.) 
We grant o a special status henceforth. We extend r by including reflexive types. 
Let i=‘, the set of reflexive types, be the least set such that: 
1. o E r, where w is a bottom type, 
2. K E i=‘, where K is a ground type, 
3. a -b fi fz T, if CI, fi E i=, 
4. !a.g(a) E i=‘, if g is a type expression over r with one free variable a. 
(Note that we are using the same class of notations for types as well as type 
variables, however, what we intend will be clear from the context.) It is easy to see 
that r~ r 
Let z be the smallest congruence relation such that 
a =g(a) if a = !r.g(z). 
We shall let a, z, a1 . . . range over i? 
Define the family (2”) to consist of the smallest sets =!?‘, where 8’ is intended 
to be a set of reflexive terms of type z, such that: 
1. SP E Z?‘, where K is a ground type, 
2. PC 8’, where z is a first-order type, 
3. S, K, YE P’, if they are of appropriate type r, 
4. tsEgD, if tePa+P and SET’, 
5. tEiZ”, if tEPj and a%/?. 
It is easy to see that 2’ G P, if z E r. 
As usual we write t: t to say t E 8’. But now a term might possess many types: if 
t: a and aw/l then t: /?. 
Next one gives reduction rules for $? just as in the nonreflexive case. These 
reduction rules will be extensions of the ones in the nonreflexive case. The notion of 
a model is analogous to the one in the nonreflexive case too. All these details are 
left to the reader. 
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To construct a classical model for 8 we shall embed everything into a suitable 
universal domain U (see [S]). Assume that for each ground type K we are given a 
linitary projection of the universal domain, 4”. (A retraction r is called projection if 
r c Z, where Z is the identity function. A projection is called linitary if its lixpoint 
set is isomorphic to an o-algebraic domain.) Let D” = I@\. Define 4’ at the higher 
types by induction: 
1. fJP=I, 
2. 4” is as given, if K is a ground type, 
3. tj'=Af.@ 0 f 0 I$", if T=LY+~, 
4. #‘= u,“=. {~mIT,=gn(co)}, if z= !a.g(a). 
We denote 14’1 by D’. Note that if a z fl then 4” = @ and hence Da = DB. 
Although we did not carry out the treatment of nonreflexive types in the univer- 
sal domain, we could have done so, and hence we shall assume that the treatment 
of the previous sections was carried out in the universal domain U. 
Let M= (D’, I, A) be the classical model of 8, where * is the usual application 
function and A is defined as follows: 
1. d(b) = G(b), for b E 9#, where G is the ground semantics as in Section 2, 
2. A(f) = G(j), for f~ 9, where G(S) is the interpretation of the first-order 
functionf as in Section 2, 
3. A(S) = kxyz.(xz)(yz), 
4. A(K) = Ixy.x, 
5. A(Y)=U,“=,A.f.~(l), 
6. 2( ts) = @t)(h). 
A is an extension of A, i.e., if t E 9 then A(t) = A(t). 
Let us define a type-respecting map 8: UPK + UD” as 
(?I= y 
i 
if t+*b 
otherwise, i.e., if the computation of f diverges or is stuck. 
Then 0 is an extension of 0. We shall soon show that A is adequate, i.e., 
A(t) = o(t) if t E 9 is a ground type term. 
The notion of full abstractness is as in the nonreflexive case. We say t k % s, 
where t, s: z, if 
O(tt, *. . t,) E O(st 1 * *. t,), 
whenever z w (TV,..., z,, K) and tj: ‘tr, for all j. Again it will turn out that this 
definition is equivalent to the one given in terms of contexts. It differs from the one 
for the nonreflexive case in two ways. 
First, r may be congruent to many types of the form (zl ,..., z,, K). But if z is con- 
gruent to (zl ,..., z,, K) and (z; ,..., z;,, K) then n = n’, K = K’, and zIz zj which means 
571/33/l-3 
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Z?‘q= 86. Thus it suffices to consider any one congruent type of the form 
(7 1 >**., z,, x). 
The second difference is more subtle: r may not be congruent to any type of the 
form (ri ,..., r,, K), for example, if r = !a. K + a; in this case we say r is trivial. From 
the definition of 5 p it follows that for all t, s: r, t 5 p s! But this is not surprising 
because it is easy to show by induction on the definition of types that if z is trivial 
then 4’= 1. As &! is adequate (we shall soon show that), this means 
B(r) = A(t) = 1, for all t E 8’, hence all t: r are equivalent. 
Adequacy of i@ is shown by defining for each type an inclusive predicate 6’. (The 
same approach could have been used to prove adequacy of M as well.) There is 
nothing new in this; such proofs can be found in [M, R], for example. What is new 
is that we can use the same predicates to collapse A4 onto a fully abstract, exten- 
sional model. This strenghtens our belief that the proofs of adequacy, i.e., the 
equivalence between operational and denotational semantics, and full abstraction 
go hand in hand. 
For each r E r let 8’ E D' x p (r E r), such that: 
1. O”= {(I, t)ltEEW}, 
2. OK= {(d, t)ld g O(t)}, 
3. $ja+B, {(d, t)(V(c,s)EP.(dc, ts)E@}, 
4. @= W, if pza. 
The fourth clause implies that 8’ = Og@) if r = !a.g(a). 
Immediately one asks, why should such inclusive predicates exist? However, 
using Milne’s technique one can show that 0 predicates exist. In fact, such existen- 
ces can be proved almost automatically using the IPL (Inductive Predicate Logic) 
system. (See [Mul, MUM].) Hence, in this paper we shall just assume that such 
predicates exist. 
Assuming that, one can give an equivalent “definition” of @’ predicates. If r is 
trivial then it is easy to show that 
@‘= {(I, t)It&‘T}. 
Otherwise let z z (r, ,..., r,, K). Then 8’ = 8@‘,...% ~3 K). Hence 
8’= {(d, t)Ifor all (ci, ~~)~@~.dc~~~~c, c O(ts,*..s,)). 
LEMMA 9.1. (A(t), t) E @ for all t E 8’. 
Proofi The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 4.3, except for one new case: 
t E 8” and r x a. But in this case, by the properties of the 8 predicates, 8’ = 8”. 1 
Now adequacy of B is easy to prove. Let t: K be any ground term. Then by the 
above lemma (A(t), t) E 8”. Hence, from the definition of &, A(t) go(t). 
On the other hand, it is easy to show that t + s implies A(t) = A(s). Hence if 
t 5 b then A(t) = b, which means A(t) 2 O(t). 
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Thus A(t) = 0(t) for all ground terms t, i.e., 
A? is adequate. 
10. DIAGONALIZATION 
NOW we face the question: Why is it that we gave preference to c over 2 or = 
in the definition of 0 or 6 predicates? 
That we could not use = is obvious, because we want the property 
d, c d2 implies d, E d2. 
But what about J? (Then we shall have to replace max with min everywhere in the 
treatment.) It can be shown that 0 and 63 predicates exist for any operational 
semantics 0 or 8. (This does not mean that our theory goes through for any 
operational semantics, because we used the equivalence between the denotational 
and operational semantics on innumerable occasions.) We shall show, using 
diagonalization, that this is not the case when c is replaced by 2. This provides, 
at least, a partial justification for our preference. 
Suppose K is a nontrivial ground type, i.e., D” has at least two elements. Choose 
an 0 such that, for every t: K, 
O(t) = b # 1, 
for some b E D”. Let z = !a. (a + K). Now if E were replaced by 2 in the definitions 
of the B predicates, then the “new” 8’ should satisfy the recursive equation 
BT={(d,t)~forall(c,s)~&T.dc~ o(ts)}. 
We show that the above equation has no solution! As O(r) = b, for every r: JC, this 
reduces to showing that the equation 
F= (deD’(foral1 cEC’.dc 2 b} (8) 
has no solution. 
Suppose it had a solution 2;‘. Let f: D’ = dx.xx. Consider two cases. 
1. f~ p: But then ffl b # 1. However, by the argument similar to the one 
in [P] one can show that ff= (1 x.xx)(ix.xx) = 1. This is a contradiction. 
2. f$ F: But then for all d E Z” 
fd=dd 
7b as dEC”. 
Hence f E ,F. Again we arrive at a contradiction. 
We conclude that (8) has no solution. 
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When 0 is the actual operational semantics, we leave the above existence 
problem open. (A similar question was raised in [Stl]. We have answered it par- 
tially above.) 
il. THE COLLAPSED MODEL 
In this section we see how we can use the same 6 predicates to collapse M onto a 
fully abstract, extensional model MQ. 
Given dl, d2 ED’, we say d, z’d2 if (d,, t)EB* implies (d,, t)E6’. Let Zr be 
the induced equivalence relation. The equivalence class of d will be denoted by Cd]‘. 
We say [a], g [J]* if d, E d2. (The choice of representatives d, and d2 does 
not matter.) Let D2 be the quotient space induced by -. Then D, is a cpo under 
this ordering. 
Deline a monotonic function Pr on the finite elements of D’: 
i”(d) = max[Z], for each finite d E D’. 
Let @ be the unique continuous extension of P. Let Me = (Q’, *, AQ), where . is 
the restriction of the application in @ and AQ = e 0 A. We shall show that MQ is a 
fully abstract, extensional, algebraic model of 8. 
As in the nonreflexive case we show that RQ is the limit of a certain set of 
models. 
For each i, define 4; inductively: 
1. @=I, 
2. 4; is as given, if K is a ground type, 
3. 4f=Aj T.(# of0 @), if r=a+fi, 
4. q5f = u,“=, qiy, if z = !cr.g(a); define z, =g”(o). 
Let 0; = I4fl. As in the nonreflexive case we assume that &‘ is definable for every 
ground type K. Hence each 4; can be easily shown to be definable by some term 
@;: r. (In Section 4 we have already shown this for the case when r E r.) 
Let [d]; = [d]‘n 0;. Define a monotonic map c on the finite elements of Df: 
&d)=max[d];, for each dc Df. 
Let Q; be the unique extension of E to 0:. Of course when T E r then 0; = F 
and, hence, Q; is finite. Also, for each T E r, 
The first natural question which comes to mind is: What is the relationship 
between Q; and Q; when z E I? 
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12. RELATION WITH THE NONREFLEXIVE MODEL 
In this section we show that Q; = Q; if r E r. 
Let < be the smallest quasiorder on r such that: 
1. w < r for all r E i=, 
2. a1+8i<cc,+Bz if aI<B1 and a,<&, 
3. i is z-respecting, i.e., if al%/?,, a,xfi2, and a,<a, then /?r</&. 
The ordering < has been extensively studied in the works on recursive equations 
(see, for example, [Cl). Note that the equivalence relation induced by < is 
precisely x . Also if (aI -+ a,)< (PI + &) then a, < /I1 and a2 < b2. It is easy to see 
that, for each n, 
g”(o) < z if z = !a.g(a). 
Moreover if a < fi then @ E #p and hence D" E D@. We next show that when a i ,8, 
we can define an injection-projection pair between D' and DB, i.e., there exist 
!?!:a+/?, cDt:fl-fa such that: 
1. J(@)d=@(d) for all de Dp, 
2. A( Yt)d= d for all do Da. 
In fact we shall show that: 
1. A(@!) = /$“, 
2. A(!q)=q. 
(Note that, although the denotations of @t and !Pt are the same, their syntactic 
types are different. A universal domain allows mixing of all types; it is important 
not to be confused by that.) 
Assume a < fi. Consider the following cases. 
1. a=o: Let @E=(Ax.O): (fl+o) and Yi=(nx.G):(w+fi). 
2. a= a, -+a?, /?=pl + p2, and a, <PI, a,<fi2: By induction hypothesis 
injection-projection pairs between Dal and DB1 as well as Da2 and Dp2 exist. Let 
@+ng:j?.(@f; 0 g 0 YD1) and !P = iLf: a. ( !P8* 0 f o @*). 
3. a 1 =a2, P, =bY, and i,<fll: Th?en a1--+~:za2+fi2 and P1-+a,x 
P 2 + az, hence we can let @fi = @t: and Yf: = Y[:. 
4. Transitive, reflexive closure: easy. 
That (YE, GE) is indeed an injection-projection pair with the above-mentioned 
property is left as an easy exercise. 
For any t: /l, if a < fi, define its syntactic a-projection Lt], E 9’” as 
Then z(L(~t],)=@(A(t)). Also, if azfi then Lt], =P t. 
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Similarly for any s: a, if a </I, define its syntactic p-injection rsls E gD as 
r.ffJ = (~i.7). 
Then A(rtlS) = A(t). If ~1 z /I then rsls N -P s. 
For any ZEN=, define 
rJ=(aJaEranda<r). 
LEMMA 12.1. For any z E T, z J is directed. 
ProoJ: Suppose this is not the case. Let ct E r be a nonreflexive type of minimal 
length for which there exist r E r and /I E f such that: 
1. a, B-1, 
2. a# /I, i.e., a and b do not have an upper bound in z 1. 
We derive a contradiction. There are three cases to consider. 
1. a = CD: This is not possible, since in that case a, /I < /3 E z 1. 
2. a = K, for some ground type IC. But then K = a E r 1, this means r z K, and 
hence p = K. Again a, /I < K E r 1, which is a contradiction. 
3. a = a, + a*: Then /I is of the form p1 + fiz for some /?i and /12, because 
otherwise /I is either w or some ground type K and this contradicts that a is of 
minimal length since one could have let /I play the role of a. Also, since aI + a2 = 
a<z, zxzl--fz2, for some z~,T*E~=‘. As a,fi<z, we conclude: a,,/?lET,l and 
a*, /&Ez* 1. If both the pairs (aI, pi) and (az, &) are consistent (i.e., have an 
upper bound) then so is (a, /I). Hence, without loss of generality, assume that 
aI #/I1 in zi 1. But, as a1 is of smaller length than a, we have a contradiction to the 
minimality of a. 1 
As a < /? implies 4” c I,@, by the above lemma { qP ) a E z 1 } is directed for every 
T E r, moreover it is easy to show that 
For every t E 9 we inductively define t 1 c 9, the set of nonreflexive syntactic 
approximations to t: 
1. b 1 = {b}, if b is a basic ground constant, 
2. fl = (f), iffis a first-order function constant, 
3. Kl=(K:a(aETJ}, ifKEPT, 
4. SJ={S:a(aETJ}, ifSE9’, 
5. YJ={YzalaErJ}, if YEP, 
6. (rs) I= { uu 1 for some a’ and fi’, U: a’ ‘+ /?‘, u: a’, and u E r 1, u E s 1 }. 
We have the following approximation continuity result: 
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LEMMA 12.2. For every t~8, A(z)=U,~,,A(W). 
Proof. Let t E 9. It is obvious that A(t) 2 u,,,, f I A(w). Hence, we need to 
prove only the other inequality. 
We consider only the most difficult case: t = rs, where r E 8’+ B and s E 9”. 
Suppose (u: 0 + t) E r 1, where ~EQ 1, rE/l 1, and (u: 0’) ES J. Then, as c( 1 is 
directed, there exists rY’ E a 1, such that (r, g’< 0”. Define (uu) E (rs) 1 as 
(uu) = ruJ""--rTrul"". Note that A((uu)) = A(u) A(u). Since, by the induction 
hypothesis, A(r)=U,,,,A(u) and A(s)=U,.,,A(s), we conclude 
= u A(uu) E u A(w). I 
UErJ,UBSl wetl 
Call t E 9 finite if d(t) is finite. 
LEMMA 12.3. Let a E r. Then, for every finite t E 9”, there exists an s E Y such 
that A(t) = A(s). 
ProoJ By approximation continuity, A(t) = Uwe, L A(w). As t is finite, there 
exists some (w: /I) E t 1, where /I < CI, such that A(t) = A(w). Let s = rwl”. 1 
One wonders: Does there exist such an s even when t is not finite? We do not 
know, but probably not. 
Let TV 8”, where a E ZY Then, for every i, Lt Ji is finite. Hence by the above 
lemma there exists some SUE 9” such that A(Lt Ji) = A(s,). Define ( t)i as 
(t)i=si. 
(Which si one chooses is immaterial. Just choose one arbitrarily.) 
LEMMA 12.4. If d E Df , where z E r, then 
1. (d, t) E 8’ implies (d, ( t)i) E Q’, 
2. (d, s) E 0’ implies (d, Ls Ji) E 8’ and, hence, (d, s) E 8’. 
Proof: If r = o then the lemma is obvious. Otherwise let r = (rl ,..., z,, rc). By the 
induction hypothesis, assume that the lemma holds for all rj. 
1. Assume (d, t) E 8’. Then for all (cj, sj) E 05, by induction hypothesis, 
(cj, Ls&) E @q and hence 
dcl *.. cn 5 o(fLsl Ji* ”  Lsnli) 
= (At)(ALs,_lJ-* (ALS,Ji) by the semantic equivalence 
between A and 0. 
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This means 
dc, . . . c, = &(dc, . . . c,) as de Df 
5 ~;Kw(AC~l Ji)... (AcS”Ji)) 
= (#;tAf ))tALsl Ji) ’ ’ ’ CALSnJi) as a(Lsj],) E DF for all j 
=(A(t)i)(ALsl_(i)“’ tALSnJi) as Lsl Ji,..., Ls,Ji~ 2 
E (A<f)i)(Asl)“‘(Asn) 
=O((t)pI...S”) by semantic equivalence. 
Hence (d, ( t)i) E 0’. 
2. (d, s) E 0’ implies (d, Ls Ji) E 8’: Similar. 1 
COROLLARY 12.5. If z E r, and d,, d, E Df then 
d, G 4 ifs 454. 
Proof: We only prove that dl L d2 implies d, E d2, the proof in the other 
direction being similar. 
Suppose d, 5 d2. Then 
(4, f)~@=>(dz, (t>i)~@ by the above lemma 
*(d,, (t>i)~@ as d, 5 d, 
-Cd,, Wik@ by the above lemma 
*(d,, t)~@ as (t)i zP t. 
Hence d, g d2. 1 
If r E r and dE D;, then by the above corollary 
Cd]; = CC?];. 
Hence, Q;(d) = max[J]f = max[d]f = Q;(d). This means 
e; = Q;, for every r E IY 
By continuity, 
0’ = p, for every r E IY 
Note that if r E r and d is finite then de D;, for somej, and hence by (9) 
[d-J; = [J-J;, for all i >j. 
(9) 
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But this does not necessarily mean that Cd]‘= Cd]‘, as [d]’ or [J]’ might contain 
some element c none of whose finite approximations belong to them. Hence, 
Open Question: Is [d]’ = [a]* for every finite dE D’? 
Better still: 
Is Cd]‘= [ill’ for every dE D’? 
If the answer to the second question is negative, we have an interesting situation 
where the quotient spaces 0: , D’,might not be equal but their closures Q’, Q’ are! 
13. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REFLEXIVE QUOTIENT CLOSURES 
In this section we investigate the relationship between various reflexive quotient 
closures 0;. We show that 0; < QS, if a < /?. 
If a < /? let us define 
and 
rPlfl= ((d, rtlp)I (d, t) E W}, 
L@% = {(W, LtJ,) I(4 1) E @}. 
LEMMA 13.1. Zf a</? then 
I. rhPlfl G W, 
2. L@J, E iP. 
Proof. We only show 1. The proof of 2 is analogous. 
As usual consider three cases. 
1. a = o: Obvious. 
2. a=al +a2, p=j?r +p2, and a, </?r, a2<fi2: Assume, by induction 
hypothesis, that the lemma holds for aj and /I,, j= 1, 2. Let (d, t) E 8”. We have to 
show that (d, rtlB) E Go = Gpl+ 82. 
Consider an arbitrary (c, S) E @I. Then, remembering that d E Dal’ a2, 
Now: 
(dc, rtl%) = (dc, rtlp” 82s) = (d(@‘c), !@;(t(@~:s))). (10) 
by the induction hypothesis, 
* (d((“k): Y”$(@~c))) E GB2 
as (d, t) E 8” = 8”1’a2, 
by the induction hypothesis, 
* (dc, rtl%) E w by (10). 
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Hence, for all (c, s) E @I, (dc, rt]@s) E @*. This means (d, rtlB) E Ba. 
3. a w CC, p w /I’, and a’ X/J’: But then 8” = @-“’ and @ = @‘, hence the result 
follows. 1 
LEMMA 13.2. Zf a i /I and d, , d, E D”, then 
4 G oL 4 iff 4 Gp4. 
Proof. Remember that d,, d2 E D” implies d, , d2 E DB. We shall only prove that 
d, z, d2 implies d, ED d2; the proof in the other direction is similar. 
If d, 5, d2 then 
(d2, t) E @ =s- (d2, LtJ,) E 0” by the above lemma 
=, (4 > LtU E 6’ asd, s,d, 
* (d,, rb~,~~) E@ by the above lemma 
- (d,, t) E BP as rLtJ,lfi sP t. 
Hence d, GBd2. fi 
COROLLARY 13.3. rf a</?, 
1. de D” implies [d’la& [alp, 
2. dE Dg implies [a]: c [a];. 
Now if a < jI and d E 0; then from the above corollary it easily follows that 
max[d]g = &(max[J]f). 
From which one easily obtains 
(With the obvious abuse of notation, since, strictly speaking, neither e nor ir’f is a 
retract.) By continuity, it follows that 
Applying continuity once more we obtain the desired result: 
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14. CONTINUITY ARGUMENT 
In this section, we shall show, using a continuity argument, that Me is an exten- 
sional, fully abstract, algebraic model of 9. 
Before that let us ask ourselves two questions: 
1. What is the precise relationship between Q; and 07, if i <I? 
2. What is the precise relationship between @ and Qf, if a<p? 
If we assume that i increases in the horizontal direction and types increase in the 
vertical direction, the first question enquires about the relationship in the horizontal 
direction and the second question enquires about the relationship in the vertical 
direction. As it will turn out, both the relationships are similar, which is very 
pleasing. 
The answer to the first question is easy. We know now that Q; = Q:, if c1 E r. 
Hence from what we have already proved for the nonreflexive case, it follows that 
the family (Q; 1 c1 E r} = (Q: ( tl E r} is closed under application and 
where 4 denotes application-preserving embedding of a retract family. Note that 
this implies not only that Q; < @, but also that application remains invariant 
under this embedding. It is easy to prove that for every r E P, 
&= u &;= u Qy. 
xtrl orcrl 
Hence, using the continuity argument as in Section 6, it follows that {Q; 1 r E F} is 
closed under application and 
We have already partly answered the second question: we showed in the previous 
section that 0; < @, if cr< 8. But we still have to show that this vertical 
embedding behaves nicely with respect to the application. 
LEMMA 14.1. Let Tl=a,+p,, z2=a2+fi2, where a,<a, and fi1if12. For a 
fixed i, let d E @ and c E &I. Then 
Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma when aj, pj E P, in the general case the 
lemma is proved by a continuity argument. But then Q:I, @I . . . are all finite, hence 
a proof similar to the one of Lemma 6.1 works. (Finiteness of &I,... is required in 
the definition of the step function.) 1 
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It can be easily shown from the above lemma that, when a1 < t12 and fll < p2, the 
following diagram commutes: 
This says that the application remains invariant under vertical embedding too. 
Define (ct, i) 6 (/?, j), if a < /? and i < j. Then combining the horizontal and ver- 
tical embeddings we get a diagonal embedding 
0: < @, if (a, 4 G (B,j), 
and the application remains invariant under the diagonal embedding too. We now 
have a nice commutative diagram: 
QQ-4 @ 
T/T 
where (a, i) 6 (fi, j) and the arrows indicate embeddings. 
As the embeddings behave nicely in all directions, it follows, by the continuity 
argument, that {Q’ ( r E r} is closed under application and, moreover, it is exten- 
sional and algebraic. In fact (Q’ 1 r E r} is the limit of the horizontal embedding 
sequence {Q;/zEP} u (Q;[TE~) 4 .... It can also be regarded as the “vertical 
closure” of the family { &’ ( a E r> = { Qa ) a E r}. Thus there is more than one way 
of proving the above assertion! 
For every t E 8’, 
- - 
AQ(t) = Q(At) 
=.il Q 0 A(w) 
= ,; 1 A”(w). 
Hence, as AQ is a homomorphism, so is A”. 
We have proved that 
&fQ = (Q’, ., dQ) is an algebraic, extensional model of 8. 
We turn to full abstractness of ii?Q. First let us prove some lemmas. 
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LEMMA 14.2. 
1. t 5% iff(dZ,S)E9, 
-- 
2. (d, t)d iff d L A(t), 
-- 
3. t p s iff‘qt) 5 A(s). 
Proof: As the proof is very similar to the one in the nonreflexive case, we shall 
only prove that (At, s) E d implies t 5 P s. 
Suppose (dt, s) E 8’. If z x (or,..., r,, K) then 8’ = 6(T1*...,Tn, K, and, hence, 
(Jr, s) E @%I ,..., h. K). This implies that for all (t,: tr),..., (t,: r,J, 
qtt, ..* t,) = A(tt, . . . t,) 
= (dt)(At,)- (At,) 
c O(st, . * * t,) as (At,, rj) E Oq. 
Hence t LPs. 1 
If EEZ 1 then, for every t: z, define (t)C,,i)= (LtJ,)i. 
LEMMA 14.3. If t,s:z rhen t L9s implies (t)C,,ij 5”‘(~)(,,~)for every aErJ 
and i. 
Proof: Similar to that of Lemma 4.2. 1 
Now if AQ(t) 5 AQ(s), then 
-- -- 
A(t) E BP(t) E AQ(s) = Q(h) 1: A(s). 
- - 
Hence A(t) 5 A(s), which, by Lemma 14.2, implies t 5 B s. 
On the other hand, if (t: z) 5 a (s: z) then, by Lemma 14.3, for all a E r 1 and i, 
(f)(,,i) !E9j (s)(,, i), which, as every Me is fully abstract, implies A”( (t)(,, i,) E 
AQ((s)(,,iJ Hence 
AQ(t)= u 11‘_1 AQ(t)(Or,i) 
me7 1 i=o 
L u fj AQ<s)(a,i) 
at-71 i=o 
= AQ(s). 
Thus indeed, 
MQ is fully abstract. 
One proves, just as in the nonreflexive case, that Y has the standard denotation in 
aQ and that HP is a b-model. 
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As AQ is shown to be a homomorphism, its equivalent denotational definition 
can now be given: 
1. AQ(b)=Q(b) h w ere b is a basic ground type constant. 
2. ~QLf)=P(f) h f w ere is a basic first-order function constant. 
3. AQ(S) = Q(Ax, y, 2. (xz)(yz)). 
4. AQ(K) = &lx, y.x). 
5. AQ(Y)=~(Unm=o~f.~(l)). 
6. AQ(rs) = (AQr)(AQs) where r and s are of the appropriate types. 
We have proved: 
THEOREM 14.4. nip = (Q’, ., A”), where . is just the restriction of the 
application in I%!!, is a submodel of i@ which is fully abstract, extensional, and 
algebraic. It is a model for /Gconversion, and Y has the standard interpretation in 
it. Further ii;iQ is just an extension of Me, i.e., 
1. 0’ = Q’, if a E I’, 
2. AQ(f)=AQ(t), if tE9. 
Finally, just as in Section 6, one can prove from the existence of Me: 
t E s iff D(C[t]) c B(C[s]) for all ground contexts C[ 1. 
15. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we constructed fully abstract, extensional, algebraic submodels of 
typed lambda calculi, with or without reflexive types, from their classical lattice 
theoretic models. We also showed how Milner’s unique fully abstract model, which 
is based on consistently complete cpos instead of lattices, can be recovered from our 
submodel in a simple way. It remains to be seen if this link between Milner’s model 
tie and the classical lattice theoretical model M will provide us insight into the 
structure of tie. This is an important question in connection with the work on the 
sequentiality aspects of PCF as in [Bl]. One pleasing aspect of our theory was that 
it meshed so well with the proof of the equivalence between the denotational and 
operational semantics. 
One question which needs further study is: What happens when we enrich a 
language? How is the fully abstract model, as constructed in this paper, of the 
enriched language related to the fully abstract model of the original language? We 
have already answered this question in one instance when we showed that the fully 
abstract model for the language enriched with reflexive types, nQ, is just an exten- 
sion of the fully abstract model of the original language, Me. But this question 
deserves further study. 
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The domains used for the semantics of many “real” programming languages are 
reflexive. We have shown that our theory works in the presence of reflexive 
domains, however, one also needs to check it the theory will work for the abstract 
data type constructs in the real languages. Note that in the case of reflexive 
domains the definitions of inclusive predicates used for collapsing are recursive, so 
one must ensure that the predicates do exist. See [M, R, Mul, Mu21 for the techni- 
ques to prove such existence. A system called IPL (Inclusive Predicate Logic) has 
been implemented which can almost automatically prove the existence of most of 
the inclusive predicates which arise in practice (see [Mul, MUM]). 
Finally, it remains to be seen if this technique can be extended to deal with 
powerdomains, which are used in giving semantics to programming languages 
allowing concurrency (see [ P12] ). 
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